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you funded work even in the 1990's on homeland security. on the theory that the enemies 
in the new period are going to use asymmetric forms of attack. The convea-sation at th£" board 
meeting. when it became clear it was a terTorist attack. went right to that question that proves our 
hypothesis that asymmehic forms of attack are what are likely to rome in the future. Now we have 
to figure out how to respond and so forth. So it was kind of an analyticala·esponse because lite 

talk about it 1 as it Yes. it was troubli vind · 

[Asymmetric attacks were going to be so pivotal because] we have dominated the upper and middle 
end of the conflict spectrum with all the major powei"S were either Russia, just came through the 
dissolution of the Soviet Union. their defense forces were in disarray. In the early 90's we destroyed 
the fourth largest land force in Iraq in a hundred hours. The Chinese were coming out of the 
Tiananmen Square unrest and even the big powers were in no condition to challenge us in the 
conventional and nuclear levels of conflict. Therefore. any opponent would have to find some other 
way at getting at us. It would be futile after Saddam was defeated at the conventional level with all 
the forces that he had. including some WMD at that time. To play at that the level. people would 
have to find other ways. whether it is terrorism. cyber. counter-space. things like that. that would 
level the playing field. 

(b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

if one does modify the regime or topple the regime. you have to think about what comes after 
because all of this. The terrorist safe havens and the negative e"''ternalities coming out of 
Afghanistan were products of om· not thinking about what comes next, dming the Soviet-Afghan 
war. Those of us who spent a lot of time thinking about Afghanistan in the 1980's and 1990's saw 
that as an enonnous mistake. We could have worked with the Afghans to ca·eate a stable post-Soviet 
situation and that would have pa·ecluded the rise of al·Qaeda and all of the other te.-rorist 
organizations that took safe haven in Afghanistan in th~ 1 qqos. So naturally thinking. if there is 
going to be regime change after 9/11. to our mind and those folks who lived the At~~hanisltan 
~long time, it was second nature to think about what comes 
- only when the Mghans are defending and policing Afghanistan. 
for being a safe haven. You can get there any number of but need to 
the after 9 1 1. 

(b )(3 ), (b )(6), (b )(7)( c) 

argument was] that you have achieved regime change and that is great and a big step fonvard and 
now you have to figure out how to enable our Afghan partners to establish the institutions that will 
allow them to secure their territory and keep the terrorists out. Obviously. a lot of them · 
across the border to Pakistan and tl would love better than to 
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Phase Four Planning 

It [our entry into Afghanistan] happened to fast that I would not have expected them to have Phase 
IV [plan] on October 7th when the war begins. At one level. they were very forward leaning in that 
they did the work to do the Bonn process. That was very fast and you have to give Dobbins and 
Khalilzad and the folks involved in that big credit for being able to move so quickly and also the 
Afghans that they came to terms with each other- they came together to fonn the Interim 
Authority. In my understanding of it. and you will know better than I since you havtt looked at thtt 
documents. that the kinds of things you and I think about in temts of phase four, they were giving to 
UNAMA. That was sort of the policy decision. whether it was we didn't want to do it or we thought 
UNAMA would do it better. what have you. but I think that UNAMA was tasked with the institution 
~roles in the security sector and in other ways. My sense 
- that in the course of 2002. there is a sense that the multi I 
four activities on the civilian institution building is not going fast enough. UNAMA. I think did sam~ 
things very well. but I don't think it was able to move very quickly on the whole an-ay of institutions 
building that had to be done. God knows. anyone who is in Afghanistan in 2002 knows that. to say 
that they (UNAMA] was starting at zero would make it sound too easy. The country had b~~n so 
destroyed and thea·e was just nothing to begin with. The human capital situation was so dire and so 
I am not in any way caiticizing UNAMA or their people. I think that in the course of 2002 there was 
greater recognition that if you wanted these institutions and to get building going. there would 
probably have to be a greater role by us, because at the end of the day. we are the only ones who 
have th~ capacity to act on the scale that was required. We have done it in South Korea. we have 
done it in Europe. and we have done it in As for Eu the scale of their 
abi to act is VP 

Jumps&artjpg the Pnlitjcal process 

I think that he [Donald Rumsfeld] is a misunderstood figure. maybe sometimes be helps that 
because he was a little inconsistent on things over time. I think everyone was impressed with the 
political maturity of the Afghans in the Bonn process and the emergency Loya }irga. Once you see 
people making political compromises, sharing power. bringing people Ashraf Ghani into be Finance 
Minister. people started thinking we had more in Mghanistan to work with than we thought. After 
9/11 people had the cliche view of Afghanistan of ungovenmble. horrific place, never been ntled 
anyone, tribes. violence, all this kind of thing. They had no perception of the 1950s. 1960s or the 
pre-Soviet 1970s Afghanistan, which had a function govenm1ent. institutions and a national anny. If 
the cliche is what you think of Afghanistan, then you would be very reticent about thinking you 
could achieve much there. 

As the Afghans showed some political maturity and bringing in people like Ghani and others who 
could actually do things in tenus of institution building that started to evolve. Where I think 
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Secretary Rumsfeld came - he said that when he was against the state and nation building. he was 
against it in the sense of us being the preemjnent and dominant force in doing all of these things for 
people. He was always supportive of programs that helped the Afghans do these things for 
themselves. Through the time I was involved, he was the biggest supporter of Afghans building 
Afghan institutions. with our support and our help. but not displacing them and doing it wholly for 
them ... which is an American tendency. He is not all wrong about that concern because it is often 
easier to do stuff ourselves than to coach people along to do it. given the very low level of human 
capital after 25 years of war. Now was he always consistent that way? No. probably not. but my 
entire time I was there. he was the most supportive figure in that respect and put DOD's weight 
behind the ANA. the ANP program and so forth. I would say that that was what I sensed was his 
latent position. Others read him as being kind oflight footprint. do the least possible. but 1 sensed 
he was more interested in build their own institutions than others perceived him 
to be. The was that you want Afghans to defend and police their own 
territory an4 be us. to do that. they have to have a gove111111ent. I called it a 
minimally decent government that had legitimacy so there were not people other than the 
extremists fighting it and that people would volunteer for their military. They needed an economy 
and a revenue system to, over time, make that more self-sustaining than it could be at this 
particular time. He [Rumsfeld] actually pushed that view Accelerating Success policy review in mid-
2003. He was the dominant force at the principal level behind that. 

esse . we want own territory. To 
do that. they have to have a legitimate government- minimally decent government- and an 
economy and a revenue base. A revenue system to fund this. I laid out the political steps on thin 
like warlordism. institution buildi in the sector and a few economic thi 

was mentary was ng to get back (he was in Iraq at 
the time. as he was envoy to Iraq and Afghanistan at that period), he [RumsfeldJ said I want him 
[Khalilzad) to take a look at it then lets convert it into an action plan. 
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So it is approved there, but obviously you then have to get money. So there was contention with 
OMB about whether we can ask for money as part of the wartime supplemental or the two year 
budget process and obviously, as I always tell people, if we had gone through the two year budget 
process we would have needed to know about the need for Accelerating Success several months 
before 9/11. Eventually Accelerating Success is put in along with the Iraq request. I think it [the 
Iraq request] was about $40 billion and so Accelerating Success was a small addition. [See here for 
reQuest] I think that goes to Congress in September 2003. Even before that Zal was a special Envoy 
to Afghanistan and starts to execute, so right after the meeting with the President where he blesses 
Accelerating Success, Zal is on the phone and goes to see the Afghan senior leadership to lay out 
what we would like to work with them. They are gratified that we are stepping up our effort. Part of 
Accelerating Success states that it must be a joint action plans with the Afghans because they have 
to do some heavy lifting too in every domain. 

Zal makes a trip in July 2003 to go over that, and then he is back in September 2003 and then 
October 2003. So on these trips. he is [working on many and one issue was reform of MOD 
and we had gotten nowhere on that up until that time. Zal gets work with 
Eikenberry and reappoint the tier one appointees and then tier two 
appointees. That is achieved at the July trip. So the reform of MOD takes place in September 2003 as 
I recall. So some of the political components that didn't require money Zal started to implement as 
part of his Special Envoy position. Meanwhile he is going through the process to be nominated and 
confirmed as Ambassador, which takes. I think the President asked him in June to be Ambassador 
and he gets confirmed, I think in early November. He arrives in Afghanistan on Thanksgiving Day in 
2003. The money doesn't come into our accounts at the Embassy until about late December. 
Obviously. if you submit the supplemental in September. it has got to go through Congress. It gets 
approved, then they have to go borrow the money in capital markets and then treasury gets the 
money and you know the cascade of money getting to actual spending accounts. It actually gets to 
spendable accounts in late December/early january. 

Budgetary Cycles and Planning 

OMB is playing its role. It is the wider architecture that is the problem. In most of the Accelerating 
Success institution building is either civilian money or money overseen by the civilian side.INL
even if someone else is spending it. The [building of the] ANA at that time was State money given to 
DOD to do things at the way it was set up way back. You are in that bizarre world for the two year 
budget cycle. The civilian side does not have the ability to spend O&M money on something 
and then go get it reimbursed, which is something DOD can do. So if you have to go 
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somewhere right now, you have sort of unrestricted operations money in the DOD money 
that allows you to do that until you get it •·eplenished in the supplemental. So the civilian 
side not only at that time had no flexible operations money for anything on this scale, but it 
also wasn't clear that it had the authority to get serious ntoncy through the war 
supplemental. In that first yea r. they might luwe put millions of dollars (maybe in the tens of 
millions of dolbrs) migh t find their way into early supplemental on the civilian side. but not Inuch 
more than that. So then you are really in a straitjacket. Civi lians can't do anything si nce they don't 
have those two things the 111ilitmy does. 

We ha,·en't done something this ambitious since Vietnam and Korea. in terms of the sca le of the 
uudertaking that needed to be done 011 the state building s ide. We would go into Pa nama but would 
leave and Panama at least still had institutions from before we went in that didn't have to be rebuilt 
from scratch. W e are generally not well set up. So Ot>IB comes a loug a nd is essentially operating 
within the lines. it wasn't willing to help us think outside the lines .... or color outside the lines ... or 
re-draw the lines. Dov [ZakheimJmight have had frustrations on the militaty s ide. I am sure it was 
nothing compared to the civilian side. Once it \\'as clear that we could put significant money into the 
war supplementals then you have an improved situation but you sti ll have problems w ith the 
legacies - we didn't have tra in/ equip authority. we didn't have CERP yet. There are all sorts of 
things in the Foreign Assistance Act which impede progress. If you training the police and under 
the Foreign Assistance Act, you couldn't actually arm them, because of the old law and things 
that were done in Latin America in the 1950's. Once we were t rying to build the polic<:> force. 
evety police officer only had two bulle ts. There was incons is tencies that just came from past 
problems. 

·rhe biggest problem that I found, which may be an ove1·statemcnt and 1 don't want to speal< 
ill of anyone, but the U.S. government does n't have a ny place that knows how do thi kind 
of in the com that we came to in Korea or Vietnam 

a se ous ng cou concep 
hard nitty gritty worl< of costing things a nd the like, we were at best estimating from folks on 
the ground. Then you go to CENTCOM and if you vis it the planning folks over there, th ey have a few 
other things going on. It is not buildings full of people doing planning :It CENTCOM and that poinr 
they had Iraq going as \\'ell. Thei r pbnning capabili ty was severely taxed. AID does not h;we a 
planning capabili ty. State does not ha,·e a planning capability 
-One of the first things we did was to try and create a program tracking cell. the EPIG- the 
Embassy Interagency Pl:mning Group. It was supposed to help Zal track the implementat ion of 
Accelerating Success but also plan next increments of it. All we could do is plan on an 
incremental basis. We could not come to a holistic view of what we needed to do over five ve:1 rs 
and [for example sayj here arc the 25 moving parts and he re is what it wi ll cost for each of tile 25 
parts. We tended to pla n what we !mew. We knew what ne~:>ded to be done at a conceptual level and 
then. because impl ementation capability was uneven. we were a lw<~ys saying we don't e\'er wa nt to 
ask for more th:m we can actu:tlly implement. We were working within that incremental pbnning 
mode rathe r than in a holistic !J I:mning mode. 

(b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

It is not so much that [more people] gums up the work. becnuse planning ;:md ope rations :tre 
differe nt. I am sure th:tt those 6 people [at USA ID] were probably all ops people. Essentially. you 
don't h:we planning. 
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Th is was all before S/CRS. Even when it was created, Armitage said that il will not work on 
Afghanista n or Iraq, which struck us downrange as shortsighted. We would have loved to 
have some disinterested planning capability to deploy against the problem set. In reading 
the books about the period, there is a sense that somehow. at that level of State, to become 
involved in it [in terms of using S/CRS capability in Iraq and Afghanistan] would be to take 
responsibilil)' for it. If the resources weren't there. you were taking responsibility for 
something that won't succeed. I don't know if that is true. bu t that is what is hinted at in the 
books. Since the President had deployed former envoy to work on this. it seemed to be :m 
adminis tration priori ty. so therefore you would want to apply skills. I don't know if the capability 
has been created at State in a serious way or if there is a ground up st:ltefnation-building program. 

an ct at State not goo at ng the 
en s to get to the end state. The military is better at thinking that 
way. It is a project of the culture of poverty in civilian institutions assista nce ... they will never 
have the resources to produce an end state ~md don't think in those terms. Th e absence of that 
capabili ty ;l!ld there is a great book by a young guy named Gregg Brazinskr on our South Korean 
nati on building effort - it is called Nation Bui lding in South Korea. It says that we did veay badly 
after WW II but before the Korean War. then a fter the Korean \Var. we were systea11atic in the 
rebuildi ng of institutions. the economy. their militaay and so foat h. 

The c:~pacity to think through that is what we need. It is strategically amportant ior two reasons: l -
if yo u don't hit the ground and are able to s tart generating these effects of building institutions. 
quickly bad things set in. You see this with the criminal networks which take over. warlordism can 
take root at a deeper level than it would have oth erwise. people 's belief in the new political 
institutions wanes and the American people have a limited patience. They [the Americ:m people] 
will givt' you three years to work on the problem. but if you :Jre not moving fast at th ree ye;.~ rs. :Jnd 
the problems \Vith progress inherent in that. they lose patience. Even in South Korea. ViE' I n;:un :mel 
ot hPr Pngag('ments. you have a r <> rtain amount of tinH' ;md t lll'n the clock is ag:1 i nst ~·ou. So if you 
wa nt to reach success, we need tiH• rapacity to st:Jrt generating e ffects in partnership with the 
l oc:~ l s . much sooner than we can un der our current system. One of the impediments is the lack of 
planning capability and the other is the lack of standing forces for doing this. [2-] The military has 
s tanding fo rces. but the civilian side has no standing capability. It canmobilizP contractors to do 
things. but even the mobiliz:ttion of contr:tctors creates a time lag :md contractors ran only do 
certa in things. 

Also. nothing works without funds. No standing forces and no abili ty to hi t th t:> ground and sta11 
generati ng effec ts t>a rly cre::t led negative dynamics in t h ;~t you JJ:IY for it in a !Jig way. If we had 
auticipated that Pakistan would have helped the Taliban as mm·h as it did to esc;tlat e the war in 
2005-2006. ancl if we had been smart enough to essentially adopt the Obama ANSF program. r ight 
fro m the outset. we would have precluded the abili ty of the T:t!iban to escal<tte. We would lt:tve 
reacl tE'cl the 352 [thous:mdl number by th t> time the Pakist<t nis were ready to cscabte. That t ime bg 
of our recognition. mobilization. and then producing the ANSF that Afghanistan needed. puts you 
way behind the ball and helps the enemy in a huge way. It creates opportunitit>s for the enemy that 
once they h:.tve escalate it is so much harder to overcome. ThesE' are strategic consequences to this. 
Thi s is uot just doing good ot· it would be nice to be able to opcr:tte !Jetter. You succeed o1· fail on 
whethe r you can do these things in a timely manner. 
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Nation Rglldlna and Mlxctl Mnsaps 

I agree on the mixed messaging [toward nation building at the outset] very much. I don't think that 
~as ever overcome and that comes from the President as wen. Sometimes he Is talking about a 
Marshall Plan for Afghanistan and sometimes he is kind of validating his pre-government rhetoric 
about becoming involved in these sort of things. It [mixed messages] definitely hurts. If you look at 
the period, every budget submission, every supplemental, is building the amount that we are doing 
and I don't remember (between regular budget and supplementals) we are up to $4-5 billion by 
closeout time there. The mixed message is debilitating in some ways, but the positive side of the 
mixed messages is also at work Far better if we operated the way we did in South Korea after the 
Korean War. Everyone just understood that we have to stand up the South Korean institutions, their 
military, their police, their education institutions, and their economy. I also like to remind people 
that South Korea, by every social indicator was worse off after the Korean War, than the Afghans 
were after the Taliban. The devastation of the armies moving up and down the peninsula, plus the 
Japanese occupation previously, it was a comparable situation, but we were systematic in one, 
where we were mixed message in the other. The mixed message prevents you from being 
systematic, even if every year you are doing more and better things. The mixed messages hit 
the most because everyone had the mentality that we would be done-In a year. Everyone was 
just thinking in terms of what we could do In the short term or the short/medium term. No 
one was saying that it took South Korea 20 years to go from an absolutely devastated place 
to an Asian Tiger. There Is no short cut. You have to work hard for those full20 years, both 
the locals and their supporters. It is so inadequate what we are leaving In place. 

The mixed message was even worse under President Obama because he speaks with almost 
contempt of nation building. Everybody hears that In our bureaucracy, they hear It The Afghans, 
they hear it People behave on the basis of It The military hears it, they become more kinetic 
instead of the right blend between kinetic and not kinetic. This is not to say that lots of things 
weren't done well during the Obama period, but that rhetoric, I think very harmful. 

Warlgrd Strate&Y and Working wltb Kanal 

In the original briefing to Rumsfeld, there was a discussion of the need for a legitimate government 
Warlordlsm was a mortal threat to the legitimacy of the regime that we were helping to establish 
for many reasons, including the abuse of the locals by the warlords. These were the very people 
that made the Tallban seem like a_ good alternative to Afghans In the mid-90's. So the 
Warlord Strategy is essentiaiJy to engineer a series of deals with the warlords in which they would 
agree to demobilize their private armies in exchange for some kind of political role in the 
government- provided they would operate by the rules of the new Afghanistan. 

MOD reform is really the first implementation and important in and of itself. It is part of the warlord 
strategy as it is moving the- MOD from being essentially one faction's MOD to start to reshape it into 
a national institution. [An Institution in which) different regions and different political groups are 
represented in the senior leadership. As the reform went down through the ranks in terms of the 
different ranks of MOD, you're doing everything to create a national Institution rather than a 
factional institution. 

The next action was when Sherzai was moved from Kandahar to the Ministry of Urban Affairs in 
September. That essentially was the first one of these deals that was worked out. Then in October 
there was a crisis where all the Northern Alliance (if you include Dostum, who was always 
ambiguous about his inclusion in it). There was a sense that the warlords were essentially 
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conspiring against Karzai.AndZal went there for a trip. He [Zall sat down with all the people 
[warlords] and said that if they were acting against the Bonn process that we can't work with you. 
He then negotiates the October Governance Agreement. Zal took all the heavy lifting items, such 
as Accelerating Success and DDR and had Khalili (the Vice President) mediate a negotiation which 
all the principal figures, including the Northern Alliance commanders agreed that this was the path 
to be taken. There would DDR, there would this, there would be that. That was all agreed in October 
and Zal uses that to push forward on dealing with DDR and separate political deals with other 
warlords. 

The notion is that you are going to work on the warlords and the DDR while you are building up the 
capacities of the ANSF and the police. You don't want a vacuum, but bringing one down without the 
other coming up. The police program was one that could be carried out relatively fast based on the 
State Department's plan they put forward. In the course of 2004, I think that three quarters (of 
whatever the number was at that time) would be trained by mid to late 2004 with the 8 regional 
training centers that Dyncorp would setup and run with the MOL I think the ANA would also reach 
like 15,000 by mid-Summer or early fall of 2004. The judgement was that, as that was getting to 
those levels, than DDR'ing militias would not leave a vacuum. That is the theory and I am sure it was 
not perfect in practice. You see a series of deals with folks in Jalalabad and in northern Afghanistan 
in the course of late spring and summer. Ismail Khan being the last one after the conflict with 
Amanullah Khan in the west. That was all part of the strategy on warlord ism. People would critica l 
in some sense for keeping these people in government. My view and I think Zal's view and the 
others in the Bush administration was that when they don't have the ir private armies that is good 
in and of itself. You can then deal with them if they continue to misbehave easier than if they did 
have their private armies. 

The first level of DDR was for the cantonment of heavy weapons. These were really impressive 
heavy weapons stores. when they brought the Luna missiles through Kabul from the 
Panjshir Valley. These were not scuds, they had Luna missiles. When you went up to see Dostum's 
cantonment area - these were serious armories of s tuff I think that people who diminish what was 
achieved in this phase are a little unfair. The elimination of private armies was an important 
political milestone to normalizing the country's politics. This is not the end point and if the 
government does not watch over these people they will not behave well. 

One thing people underestimated in Afghanistan is how much these figures desperately wanted to 
be close to us and to be seen as close to us. Part of their ower derived from that. That 

~ nonitsown 
- Therefore, you had an ability to do things po you examp 
Iraq. In Iraq, everyone preferred their local regional partners to us. In Afghanistan, everyone 
preferred us to the potential local supporter. The Warlord Strategy was premised on that 
influence relationship and the capacity to work step-by-step and never pushing change than could 
be achieved peacefully. In the course of 18 months, according to the UN reports, a lot was DDR'ed. A 
lot was also built up to avoid the vacuum by creating the ANSF. That was the theory. 

In an ideal world, we would be able to in one fell swoop go from troublesome and negative political 
actors to positive wonderful civil society actors. The only way you could have done that would have 
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been with a very heavy footprint. The level of knowledge you need about a foreign society to cany 
off a heavy footp1int without the friction of your presence alienating people would be very high. 
especially fm· a place as complex as Afghanistan. I think the ease with which people would make 
mistakes and be used by one local actor against another would be very high. To me. there was no 
ideal solution. The phased effort to me was the least bad option. It does have its downsides. 

Again, the mixed message of it all is that after Zal's time there, no body polices the bad 
actors. We step back and say it is all up to the Afghans now. Karzai was a very effective 
person in proving the quality of Mghan political circumstance. When he had close working 
relationship and trust with us. We did do things like Sherzai, the October Governance 
Agreement, Dostum, Atta, and all these things with him. He took risks as long as we planned 
on how to cover those risks with him before we embarked on any of these courses of action. 
Once he is on his own and once, over trust is between Karzai and he doesn't 
want to be out there on his 

lptellieence Aeepdes and Pakjstap 

(b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

cases, everywhere. that these post-conflict. post-civil wars is that there is an e"-1"ernality of 
completely pushing someone out is that tend to create · c1ime netwm·ks. You see that 
happening in Afghanistan as We cleaned all the 
people out of the military and networks with their old 
people. I tell people that it is not that you have an answer that you will ha\'e no problems with. you 
can choose though what problems you will have ne"'t It will be a effort if to 
help a country like that. It won't be one fell.,vv"'u'"'. 

(b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) This will be a combination of things When Musharraf 
gives us the ability to operate through Pakistan to knock down the Taliban regime. there is a view 
as it is said by all of the principals, that Mushaa·raf and Pakistan are our most important ally in the 
War on Terror. Because of people's personal confidence in Musharraf and because of things he was 
continuing to do in helping police up a bunch of the al-Qaeda in Pakistan. There was a failure to 
perceive the double game that he starts to play by late 2002, early 2003. You are seeing the 
security incidents start to go up and it is out of the safe havens. I think that the Afghans and 
Karzai himself, are bringing this up constantly even in the earlier parts of2002. They are 
meeting unsympathetic ears because of the belief that Pakistan was helping us so much on 
ai-Qaeda. So to what degree !s there a recognition of this and by which principals? It varies and yo1a 
would have to go person by person. but there is never a full confronti of Pakistan in its role · 
SUIPPI()rtine the Taliban, and Helmta~~r 
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Building an Army 

In Accelea-ating Success there is a component on the ANA. The argument at~ 
~and us was about what the numbers needed to be. The people like
- were arguing that since we live in a tough neighborhood. the ANA has to be 200.00 in order 
for us to defend ourselves against the irregular and regular threats in our nei borhood and to 
deter them - you prefer not to fight. There were other Afghans saying we can't 
afford a force of that size: those most we can afford is something affordability 
vea·sus the requirements to the neighborhood was the big argument at the time. The way it gets 
resolved is the way everything gets resolved in Washington - by not getting resolved. In 
Accelerating Success the goal is to build up to 70,000. At that time the force because it was 
under Fahim and no one was volunteering to join because it was a factional army. People 
were saying that as soon as we were in the neighborhood of 70,000 then we think about if 
you need more. The great thing about MOD refonn was that we suddenly had volunteers than we 
could cope with. 

Barno. and. I think. Major General Westin, rejiggered things and reallocated monies within what we 
had. We then asked for more in the next supplemental to pick up the pace of rebuilding. Even then. 
the long problem was not Afghans volunteering. but places to put them. We didn't have basing. 
barracks or all these kind of things. We were putting people in tents and so fm1h. The question of 
getting the program synched up to build quickly to 70.000 and then beyond takes most of 2004-
2005 period. It is bumpy that way. but there is a recognition that we will look at thE' numbea· again 
as we are building toward it. Ultimately. every time we get near the targets. it gets increased 
becausE' the security situation warrants it. TherE' is a third issue of quality and if you build too f:1st 
you build too fast ·will you losE' the quality? All legitimate quE'stions. but if we were well positioned 
to do this kind of thing, we would be able to build rapidly and with quality. On the militarv side. 
even with all their 'ties. all the organizations that do this sort of thing a1-e ad h 

- the1·e is no MINSTICKI (MINSTC-1) in a box. which you 
it starts people. I always argued that a MINSTICKI in a box is just as 

important as having artilleay. There should be standing forces that know the scien'"e and are ready 
to deploy to train indigenous forces quickly. 

We have the ANA slide [in Accelerating Su'"cess] and there was another slide that dealt with thE' 
"strategy for the south and the east." We saw that there was an incipient insurgency there and 
Barno was going to shift us from counterterrorism posture to a counterinsurgency posture. So if 
you talk to him. he can take you chapte1· and verse. He arrived in October 2003 and before that we 
had most of our forct•s in Kandahar and Bagram. We would deploy on sort of equivalent modern 
day search and destroy missions looking for high value targets. When he [Banto] arrived he 
J'E'deployed that capability to small firebases and PRTs in the contested areas to create relationships 
with locals and also to cooperate with the ANSF as they start to be trained and deployed to these 
areas. It was to create the locally deployed f01·ce that can work on securing contested ten·itoriPs. 
There was also a slide that softly addressed the Pakistan problem. It walked about thE' need for 
creating a regional conditions conducive to the stabilization of Afghanistan. That took recognition of 
the problem, but the challenge with us was in the interagency. 
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There was a different set of people that dealt with Mghanistan policy than dealt with Pakistan 
policy. So we couldn't dictate Pakistan policy in the Accelerating Success basket. but there was 
some work done in tem1s of an intelligence 1·eview of the Pakistan problem mid to late 2003 that 
documented the nature of the problem. Talk to General Vines. He and other·s who worked in 
Vietnam know what a sanctuary does to you. They. Vines and McNeill were aware of this problem 
and, I am sure through military channels. raising it It was definitely part of the zeitgeist for 
people dealing with the Afghan policy in 2003, but we don't control Pakistan policy. The 
level of people fashioning Accelerating Success, we could only focus on Afghanistan. At the 
principal level there was a view on Pakistan and Musharraf specifically, that made it 
challenging to introduce the issue. When you are not even willing to raise an issue, you 
certainly have not exhausted your means. 

most to a 
media1tio,n btet\11Teen Afghanilsta1n and Pakistan to address their historic issues. At the end of 
the day that is what Pakistan's bad conduct is driven by and we never truly tried except a 
couple of trilateral meetings that were not very well prepared and didn't go very well. I don't 
think we ever took a run at thaL [There were costs for Karzai].lf you told him that we 
understand the problem but we can't deal with it right now or that our priorities areal
Qaeda, he would understand it. I think a lot of the time we told him that there wasn't a 
problem when there obviously was and that undermines trusL I that that is true [that he felt 
abandoned] and that comes after Zalleave. Khalilzad had the ability to work with him on that 
problem in a way that [Ambassador Ronald) Neumann does not. The way to work with Karzai on a 
governance problem like that is to sit down with them and spend countless hours talking with him 
until there is a common understanding of the problem. then kick around ways to solve it politically 
without violence. One solution the entails him taking certain actions with risk. and us taking certain 
actions that covers those risks. then moving out on a collaborative course of action. You could 
enormous things with Ka1-zai in these very difficult things. with far fewer resources than we had 
late1·. But if you are not will to engage ~solving and covering thc:a risk of 
the enterprise. he is going to cut deals-That is was takes place after 
Khalilzad redeploys to Iraq. The succeeding Ambassadors' line was that we would retun1 to being a 
normal embassy. We were not a normal embassy in South Korea for a long time. Khalilzad had a line 
- as soon as it is a nonnal country. it will be a nonual embassy. 

2006Review 
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Civilian-Military Divide 

The first thing that has to happen is clownr:lllge. When we operate iu someth ing li ke this. there 
needs to be uni ty of command, not uni ty of effort. So if it is a situation there is a lot ofleacl flying in 
the air. it makes sense for the genera l of whatever task force that is deployed to be in charge of both 
the milita1y and civilian elements. So the ambassador would essentially be his chief politica l officer. 
He should be able to give orders to that chief political officer just as he would another subordinate. 
Similarly. if it is more a stabilization operations and there is not as much lead flying in the air. the 
military should be put unde1· the ambassador as it nominally was in Vietnam since it was a military 
assistance command in Vieh1am. It was technically under the ambassados·. Our current system 
works if you are lucky and you get a Kha lilzad and Barno or a Petraeus a nd Crocker, where 
for some reason they all agree on the priorities and worl< well together. They arc in sync. 
That is basically luck For every one of those you have a Bremmer and Sanchez, or 
Eikenberry and someone else. Unless you have unity of command, this kind of s tutT doesn't 
work. 

If you a re operating on the scale of Afghanis tan or l r<~q. cer tainly a Syria. the train and c.>quip thi ng ts 
such :1 huge undertaking that only DOD can do it. DOD has a scale of opera tions, the logistics, the 
capacity to procure what you nee d to procure and all the rest You need multiple order s of 
magnitude greater than a civilian The o way a civilian age ncy can operate, even at 
a modest scale is through contra ctors. : : : ' in Afghanistan. INL hacl. I th ink. two people in 
the embassy overseeing the Dyncorp reg tt-a progt-am. Lo,·ed the two people. they were 
great people. but it is just two people. Compared to what CSTC-A. you just arc not 111 the s:une 
lPaguc. If it is the scale of rebuilding large forces from not hing. it h ;~ s to be DOD beeausP nobody else 
knows how to do it. DOD. in htrn. has to h.tve st:mdtng, skilled capability in that domain. It is 
equi,·alenl of another combat :1rm. You wouldn't invent how to do infantry operations at the 
start of a war. You wouldn' t invent how to do artillery at the start of a war. You have a s killed 
capability that train at it and the re is a s cience toil Similarly to building indigenous security 
forces, you need the science behind it and people who think about it 24/7 a nd who deploy 
and do il as well as our military does other combat operations. Right now, it is all ad hoc. 
The re is no doctrine, no science to it. It gets done very une venly. When you arc creating 
security forces for another s ocie ty , it is the mos t important politica l a ct you will ever do. 
That requires an awful lot of thought and sophistication to create a force that will support 
the political order ra ther than undermine it. If you are doing it ad hoc. sometimes you will have 
very smart politi cal opera tors. prin1ar ily tuili l<try. but othe r times yuu wi ll not. What you can be 
doing C IJI be CO llll terp roductive to the long lenn progress of society. Only oon can do it, but DOD 
needs to see this as a co1·c missio n and to have de dicated force structure to undertake it. 

I guess seC' ing INLoper-a te.l think INLyou can do if there is an existing police fore(' :mel if you .tre 
doing light level trai ning or capabilit~r enhancement. or liaison. that is withi n their capacities as an 
institution. Everything else would encl up being done by Dyncorp anyw:1y. Uni('SS INL becomes a 
different organization (not a contracti ng organization). but :m oper:ttion organization. I don't think 
you could ever give them the tasks of the scale you mentioned. It is hard to clo this s tuff. 

There are ways to blend it. I remember in Afghanist:m there was a year- long struggle over the 
question of if IN L would stay in charge or if it would get shifted to CSTC-A (or wh:1lcver it w:-~s 
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called at the time). There was a man running INL, who was backed by Armitage. Rumsfeld wanted 
to take on the training of the police because he say the importance of the police. Barno and Zal had 
developed a supped-up program to take it to the next stage after having down the regional training 
centers. They wanted to do similar things like the reappointment of tiers of command in MOl like 
that had been done in MOD. They even went so far as to say that INL will be in CSTC-A, but the 

· pinnacle of CSTC-A for this program will be an INL person. This means you will be in charge of it 
and give it the strategic and political direction if you are worried about our capacit;y to do that We 
will give you DODs logistical, manpower capability to serve the training of the police. Even that was 
not good enough. It was only when Secretary Rice took over that the authority transfer took place. I 
think they still kept an INL person in the lead. If there is talent in INL for this kind of herculean task, 
there are ways to transplant it into a DOD structure if there is a unique dvllian skill in knowing how 
to do this that has to be tapped I don't think that since ·the U.S. government doesn't have a national 
police force, creating the people who can enable and lead this kind of a project is a task unto itself. 

[Transferring authorities into DOD] is a question of scale. ·The president decides. [You teD the 
President] the context and ask if he would rather have the DOD doing this or State doing this. That 
is the kind of determination that the president should make with the NSC arguing it whichever way 
they want There are some settings where State would be perfectly good, but in your Syria example, 
which started the conversation, there is no way but that DOD can do it [Syria] because it will be so 
chaotic and so violent It will be so enormous a task that is unlikely to be built or done by any other 
organization. Again, If you have some abso.lutely brilliant leader in State - just appoint them over to 
lead whatever CSTC-A equivalent you create. The president can do that The president can put a 
dvilian In the military chain of command anywhere he wants. He doesn't need authorities to do 
that 

NSC Plannin1 Function 

My general reading of history is that you can't protect a president against themselves. I am a huge 
fan of the Eisenhower NSC system. Even though tbelr structure was more designed to think 
about long term strategic competitions, like the Cold War, there is no reason that an element 
of the strategic planning side this NSC couldn't be the repository of this kind of contingency
based lessons and choices. Essentially you are trying to give the president a dedsion assist 
tool. The consequendal nature of not having It was evident in Libya. If the problem was that 
the Bush administration actions had inadequate thinking about the post-war circumstance, the 
Obama administration took It to having affirmatively no thinking about the post-war. That was a 
chosen course of action. Everything that happened in Libya was predictable based on the problems 
of Iraq, Afghanistan and Bosnia. Just having something at the NSC that says, "Sir, if you go down this 
path, this is what history tells us Libya will look like in 6 months, 1 year, 2 years ... it will be Somalia." 
He can then reject that if he wants. It sure would be good if there was that- the Eisenhower 
strategic plan~ing side of the NSC would confront the president with those choices. Reading 
history ... you go to war with the president you have, not the president you wish you had. It shows 
how our system is designed to sewn in power to the dvilian leader. You get the pluses and minuses 
of what that particular individual understands and doesn't understand. 

Aflhan Beach Rack Group 

There is a DOD thing and a State thing. We had a small embassy that was not big enough to do 
analytical work or to solve analytic problems. So we wanted a group created and composed 

. of all the Interagency people who work on Afghanistan all day, every day. The embassy 
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would be able to send back a problem tha t we were up against and ask for the group to work 
it and present some options or suggestions of a solution. It never worked that well. It became 
the equivalent of the PCC. It became an o nization that served the de rather than 
somethi that served the em bas 

r some pp the problem t we 
were training the police, but we can arm them or get m ammunition. that problem 
back to them in late 2003 and 6 months later, they came back and said there is no solution to this 
because of the Foreign Assis tance Act. They were good people and tried to help us with the 
problems, but it didn't become that natural cooperative relationship where people in 
Washington could work Washington problems or do analysis of things or suggest how it was 
done elsewhere. It was supposed to s upport the embassy. When you a re on the ground, as you a ll 
know, things are moving so fast and you can't keep up based on all the competing demands of the 
bureaucracy and they can only give you a fraction of their time because they have lots of meetings 
to attend to and the priorities of their principals to attend to. It [AIOG] was at best, a modest help. It 
actually improved connectivity so there was probably a better understanding in Washington as a 
result of that connectivity, bu t it was not the reach-back support that was envisioned. 

The DOD one, run by participated in the AIOG, but it tried to help us on DOD 
problems and to help recruit for the Afghan Reconstruction Group and to get the ARG people 
through the State personnel system which not an easy task. They did help because they could solve 
DOD-based problems and th ey did help staff the ARG. [The group was] mainly high subject matter 
experts and if we were trying to work on infrastructure problems, construction, electricity- having 
people who have done that sort of thing in the private sector; people who knew more about it than 
those who were in government about stimulating private sector development. Those would be ARG 
people. One of the best people we ever had was a fellow from Treasury who work with the MOF on 
improving their systems and capabilities based on knowing how Treasury works. It was senior 
subject matter and functional expe rtise because when State sta ffs an embassy you have the 
Ambassador and DCM who will both be senior. The political counselor will be a s tep down then it is 
working level and often very young people and they can't give you that subject matter exper tise. 
Same with USAID. You will often have very good mission director and then good next level folks, but 
then it gets very young, very soon. This gave you more senior expertis e in the different domains. 

There was one guy on Agriculture in all ofUSAID that was a senior agriculture expert at the time 
when we were thinking about agriculture. USAID used to be great in the 60's and SO's in these 
domains and had big league talent in some of these domains, but now it is assumed that you will get 
a contractor to bring expertise into the picture. 

Foreign Assistance 

We should rewrite it (the 1961 Foreign Assistance Act] from scratch. It is a completely 
barnacle encrusted thing. It is inconceivable that we couldn't do better today. I think that also, in 
the entire USAID domain of insti tution building and development, I would look toward CORDS 
model in Vietnam. Everything we do (a critique also made by Ghani) is create parallel 
structure and then hire away all the talent from the government for our contractors and 
NGOs and our other implementing partners because we pay them so much more. I think that 
there is a lot of truth to Ghani 's critique so to me the answer is how could you do, in this kind of 
contingency, restructure ourselves so that we are actually supporting the creation of an Afghan 
institutions and firms. CORDS, historically was the best case of that. The parallel chains [of CORDS] 
and the ability to s pend counterpart funds in kind. We had counterpart funds that were not treated 
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like tax payer dollars, because if you are going to spend taxpayer dollar in Afghanistan, all the 
accounting requirements that come with it make it impossible to do it through an Afghan 
institutions. If you have counterpart funds you can put them into Afghan institutions and if you 
have the parallel chain of command that CORDS had, they can have oversight in a direct way but not 
at the level of USAID accounting practices. By spending money through Afghan institutions with 
oversight, probably jointly working contract and bidding process with them too. We have put a 
western American talent into strategic planning and the procurement offices of ministries or 
provincial governments, which was easily doable through a CORDS structure, then you could get a 
high degree of accountable, but not western style/USAID accounting. It would be sufficient that you 
would be confident that you are not throwing money away. Yet, It would be Afghan Institutions 
that would be doing these things and you would save an enormous amount of the SOO/o 
overhead that spend on western contractors and then the cascade of overhead rates tbat all 
their sub-contractors take to where you have almost nothing being spent on the ground In 
some cases. For these type of contingencies, redesigning it all through a CORDS-like mechanism is 
far preferable to our current system of parallel institutions and western contractors with their 
overhead rates. 

The Inventor ofPRTs, Dan McNeil, served in CORDS. It is kind of an echo of them, but without 
the full system that made CORDS work. If you work at the 1971 National CORDS Strategy, 
everything that was done down to the district level for every district in Vietnam was specified in the 
plan. You had the capacity to implement the plan and oversee it because of the CORDS structure 
because of all the parallel offices that accompanied the program. Unless you put those things in 
place, you don't get the CORDS affect Some of the PRTs were close to provincial governments, so in 
a limited way you kind of had that, but other times PRTs themselves were parallel to the provincial 
government In the early years, it was more the latter than the former. Over time, there was a 
greater consciousness with working with the local government 

[The French operations in Indochina did not decimate the human capital, whereas in Afghanistan 
you didn't have that.] When you get down to the district and village level in Vietnam, you are 
essentially working with sociecy. Just as PRTs went to a village they were working with sodety. The 
Afghan government begins and ends at the district level. There is nobody in the villages [from the 
government].l think that if you were doing systematically, one of the first things you would 
put on the ground would be a capadty to start training district administrators. No one was 
ever that systematic. They either sort of generate on their own or they don't generate. How hard 
would it be to train 407 people [one for each district] in the early years just to get things 
happening? Everyone always argues unitary systems, not you need an entire system. The people 
who argue a unitary system was a mistake underestimate the problems of provinces and districts 
that have different ethnic or tribal groups in them. Whoever wins the election gets everything and 
the others feel downtrodden and the notion of the central government appointing someone of 
neither. Who he~:d that training program? Nobody had it. Then you get the IDLG trying to find people 
to put down there [at the disbict level), but wouldn't it have been better if there was an ANAwlike 
program for that? 

We tried to work with Jalali when he got there to ramp it up but improving that side of MOl through 
the MOl reform that would have been the next stage of things, but it would have been better to have 
had that from day one, but we didn't 

Prlyate Sector Deyelgpment 
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No, [we are not good at private sector development]. Yes, it was a post-Soviet country, but basically 
nothing from the Soviet period survived so I am not sure apart from that fer tilizer plant up in 
Mazar, I don't remember seeing anything standing or some fo rmer state farms in Jalalabad. In a 
setting like this, it was very different from Saddam where you cou ld have restarted a lot of things 
that existed. First, USAID doesn't even want to deal with private sector development. The one 
thing that we tried to get in Accelerating Success was an enterprising fund, but I think USAID 
conspired with their friends on the hill to kill it beca use they just don't like private sector 
development. We struggled to even have them do a contract with the Afghan Ministry of 
Public Works to pave a road so that we built local capacity in their road building world 
instead of just giving a contract to Berger that would give it to a Turkish firm and so forth. 
We don't have a structure that wa nts to do private sector development so it is very unlikely 
you will be a ble to do it. Their mindset is much more on like working on literacy or the thirty year 
development goals, which is good as we are for primary schools and I am glad for that. Afghanistan 
has certain potential sources of wealth - agriculture sector, regional trade, or the mineral sector. I 
always argued that we should work with Afghans to create sectoral development plans in these 
areas where they have historically, and by current analysis, a likelihood of being able to develop a 
thriving sector and exports. USAID has no notion of how to do that...maybe in the agriculture a rea, 
they will hire a contractor that will hel e do better at their subsistence farmi than they are 
d 

s say you 
lture and the soil and the climate ere ideal for high value added spice 

development, as it happens to be. Why don't we get McCormick to come over here and we will 
actually pay you to create the entire value chain for the spice subsector of Afghan agriculture. So 
you go teach the farmers how you grow these s pices to be able to produce for world markets 
(quality. grading). Then you create some Afghan firms that wi ll buy from the farmers and package 
and create the value added goods and all the way through the value chain to sending things to 
world markets. You [McCormick] wi ll make money because you will be involved in this va lue chain 
at various parts, you may actually be the guy who gets it in the end. We will give you money to 
create the Afghan value chain because you know how to create a spice value chain and no one e lse 
does. USAID doesn't know it and DOD doesn't You do it all over the world so come do it in 
Afghanistan. SO that creating the value chain, by having a private sector actor that is the world 
expert struck me as an appealing model, but that is not a model that works with USAID. 

Similarly, we had to go to USGS to hire them to do the mineral survey. That was a State idea in 
Accelerating Success. was the Afghan Coordina tor at the time [for State] . It was not 
USAID, it was State that brought that in. Barno volunteered the helicopters to fly the survey 
instruments a round and an ARG expert who had been a deputy minister of mines and minerals in 
the pre-Soviet Afghan government. was involved in doing that as well. If I were going to develop the 
Afghan mineral sector, having the expertise of an American mines or minerals organization to 
create the value chain and help the Afghan firms get stood up and train their personnel. Otherwise. 
it essentiates luck. So that sort of private sector development - maybe we have done it sometimes, 
possibly the agriculture domain in the Ukraine. We just don't function that way in USAID. I am huge 
believer of Hernando de So to that property rights are important and the way USAID does property 
rights doesn't work. It is very hard to do because a ll of the corrupt elites of the world know that 
keeping property rights out of the hands of normal people is a good way to mainta in their 
dominance over them. DeSoto was successful in Peru, but not helpfu l in helping people in other 
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countries cross the threshold of actually implementing the formalization process that worked in 
Peru. 

You are absolutely right [that property rights is tied to inheritance and one must look at dominant 
schools of thought in each area to adjust the inheritance system appropriately] and the added 
complication in the 25 years of horror the number of regimes that.gave away the same land to 
different people or faked documents or transferred It from one person to another. When I talked to 
people who went to the property rights offices, there was no shortage of propercy rights documents 
just none of it agrees. If you are going to do private sector development, at some point it must be 
joined [with property rights] and resolved because that is what gets average people the confidence 
to be able economic actors above the wage labor effort. Nobody has an answer to that The World 
Bank doesn't have an answer. USAID doesn't have an answer. It is not a criticism to say we can't do 
it, because no one else has succeeded either. If we were serious about private sector development, 
that would be one of the top 2 or 3 things to do. I am not a development expert, so I have always 
been struck how difficult it is to get any sort of financing going in these places. It is always so owned 
by an elite or the level of trust necessary to run finance is just not there. Being able to get capital to 
do economic things is extraordinarily difficult for anyone, but the people who control at the top 
politically. (Our sanctions against Hawalas] had second order affects. In Accelerating Success, there 
was a private sector development component and it was focused on building the ring road to get 
regional trade and transport There was some agriculture in it There was a USGS effort that we 
were going to build some industrial zones. There were probably two or three more things that are 
escaping my memory, but they were all things that were done other places or were relatively so 
that you could get something started. There is always a tension between the grand scheme that 
opens up a whole domain and building on something that will work, then you can buDd 
further on it. It is the Easterly argument. The grand scheme versus to build on what works. In 
infrastructure, we had a greater design - we were going to get the ring road built than disperse the 
ring road. The other places we wanted to just get something going in these domains and then we 
would get more ambitious over time. While we were working on Accelerating Success in 
Washington, there was a consciousness that we will do this, then we need to talk with 
Afghans and that will be job one when we get to Afghanistan. There was a high degree of 
consciousness that this was going to be a joint undertaking. In the next phases, everything 
undertaken was joindy developed because It can only work if you do that. 

Lesson teamed 

1. You need standing capabilities for both planning and in each of these domains so that you don't 
have to create them or have to operate on an ad hoc basis. 

2. Funding issue- you have to have operational funding that can be spent on day one and not just 
by the military but by the civilians. 

3. All of this state and nation building, particularly In the security area has to be done with 
incredible attentiveness to the political consequences of every decision you are making. We 
often think it is a technocratic act, where It Is actually a highly political act when helping to 
reconstitute a government. 

4. There is no perfect or fast solution to problematic actors. Whichever course you take, whether 
to do deals with them or push them out, you have to ready to deal with the second order 
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consequences. If you keep them in, you have to police them, if you push them out you have to 

be prepared to deal with the organized crime they will create. It is like a decision tree. We often 

stop at the first decision and assume it will be perfect. No you have to manage the second order 

question. 

5. Across the Bush and Obama administrations there seems to be a belief that loca l political forces, 

given the opportunity to handle their own politics .... just leave them to themselves and it will all 

be fine. We did well in the Bonn process. We did badly in the CPA. We did horrifically in libya. 

The people that have gone through these horrific regimes, whether Saddam or the Taliban, are 

not going to be ready to seamlessly handle their own politics. They need a supporting handing 

like the Bonn process or the like. The local equivalent in each case. The probability that it will 

work out well [absent this support] is low. 

6. If you are going to do state building and rebuilding an economy in these kinds of context, it has 

to be systematic in a way that we have lost. We did some of the best state and nation building 

the world has ever seen after WWII and in the SO's, so it is not that it can't be done, but you 

have to be systematic about it and resource it. 

7. Like Rumsfeld says, you have to enable them, the local societies to do it. You don't have to do it 

for them. It doesn't get done by itself. 

Follow-Up 

1. Embassy Interagency Planning Group 

2. Supplemental spending bi lls 

3. Afghan Reach Back Group 

4. (b)(3). (b )(6). i b)(7)(CI 

5. Khalilzad written statement submitted as part of confirmation hearing 

6. October Governance Agreement 
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